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Wall Runner is a two-player perfect information strategy board game. 
Players position their walls and Runners to protect and escort their King to 
the other side of the board.  Guards are used to thwart the opponent's plans 
by using their walls against them and forcing their pieces back.  Utilize walls 
and positioning to outmaneuver your opponent and be the first to escort your 
King to the opponent's back line. 
 
 
 
Objective 
■ Move your King to the 

other side of the board 
(8th rank for the White 
King, 1st rank for the 
Black King) or knock 
your opponent’s King off 
the board with your 
Guard. 

 
 
 
Pieces 
■ Each player starts with 4 

Runners, 2 Striags, 2 
Diags, 1 Guard, and 1 
King. 

 

 

 
Striag and Diag 
■ Your Striags can move any number of spaces vertically or horizontally 

(columns or rows). 
■ Your Diags can move any number of spaces diagonally. 
■ Your Striags and Diags create walls that inhibit your opponent’s 

movements and allow Runners and Guards to move swiftly across the 
board. 

■ Your Straigs and Diags cannot move into or through your opponent’s 
walls. 

○ See the Walls section for details 
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Runner and Guard 
■ Your Runners can move forward one space (straight or diagonally).  
■ Your Guard can move one space in any direction. 
■ In addition to their normal movements, your Runners and Guard can 

move any number of spaces in any direction while on a wall.  This 
includes both your walls and your opponent’s walls. 

■ Your Runners and Guard can move freely into and out of your 
opponent’s walls as well as your own walls. 

■ Your Guard can also push your opponent’s pieces directly backwards 
one space from wherever your Guard lands, which can result in pieces 
getting pushed off the board (see Guard Push Back section for details). 

 
King 
■ Your King can move one space in any direction. 
■ Your King cannot move onto, out of, or through your opponent’s walls. 

○ See the Walls section for details 
 
  

Walls 
■ Your Striags, Diags, and King can move freely onto, out of, and through 

your own walls. 
■ Your Striags, Diags, and King cannot move onto, out of, or through your 

opponent’s walls. 
■ Your Striags, Diags, and King are frozen and cannot move if they are on 

one of your opponent’s walls.  Being frozen does not deactivate Diag or 
Striag walls. 

■ Walls do not extend through pieces. 
■ When on a wall, your Runners and Guard can move towards or away 

from the Striag or Diag creating the wall.  This would either shorten or 
extend the wall. 
○ See the diagram within the Runner and Guard section for details 
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Guard Push Back 
■ Your Guard pushes your opponent’s pieces directly backwards one 

space from wherever your Guard lands. 
■ A piece can only get pushed backward if there is an empty space behind 

it or the piece is at the edge of the board. 
■ A piece can get pushed backwards into an opponent’s wall. 
■ Pieces pushed off any edge of the board are removed from play. 
■ Pieces pushed backwards cannot return to the space they were pushed 

from last turn. 
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